
SB-34

Making a safeguard for illegal immigrants to apply for citizenship without the fear of deportation and

also give illegal immigrants' rights of an inmate.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Parhar of Michigan introduced the following bill;

A BILL

Making a safeguard for illegal immigrants to apply for citizenship without the fear of deportation and

also give illegal immigrants' rights of an inmate.

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Safety for illegal immigrants in the United States".

SECTION 2.Hereby all illegal immigrants that are applying for citizenship cannot be deported

unless they are an immediate threat to the people of the United States. 

(1)	Illegal immigrants can apply for citizenship without the fear of being deported

(2)	Government officials cannot arrest illegals that have applied for citizenship unless they are a

repeat offender in misdemeanor crimes or if they commit a felony

(3)	Government officials also must identify themselves once they show up to the house of an illegal
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and with why they want to come in. They also must have a signed warrant to enter the premises.

(4)	 Government officials must also bring a translator or someone fluent in both languages to be able

to talk to the illegal and inform them of their current situation.

(5)	Illegal immigrants must be given one phone call and treated like anyone else that is detained in the

United States of America.

(6)	Funding for translators will come straight from the immigration fund and the translators that are

already hired will have to travel along with the officials to the houses.

(7)    The illegal immigrant may not reapply after a rejected citizenship app. for the period of one

month.

Section 3: This bill will be enacted fourteen days after its passing to give the government time to

organize all its assets. 

Resolution 

The bill to protect illegal immigrants as people and give them the rights that they deserve 

Whereas giving illegal immigrants the rights of a normal United states criminal and giving them a

translator so they know what is happening to them and why it is happening. If the person is applying

for citizenship they must be safe from the threat of being deported. 

Whereas immigrants help take up jobs and if they become citizens can pay taxes to help fund other

government projects. 

Whereas with no fear of deportation more illegal immigrants will come forth and apply for

citizenship.

Whereas this helps protect the immigrants and their families and also could help the United States

gain more money in tax revenue.

Whereas the immigrants will also assist the job force and lower unemployment even more.

Resolved, The Senate 
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(1)	Recognizes illegals when detained as normal inmates and also makes government officials have to

bring translators so the illegal immigrants know what is happening and what they can do, finally, the

government cannot deport illegal immigrants while they are apply for citizenship or while they are in

the process of becoming a citizen. This gives illegal immigrants more rights but not the same as a

citizenship, this will allow for citizens to feel safe.
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